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Construction site layout changes dynamically depending on the progress of construction activities in ways that
may constrain access routes and paths ofmobile resources. Discrete event simulation is a useful tool formodeling
time dependent activities and resource interactions but usually cannot depict spatial changes in a natural way.
This paper describes a framework for integrating 3D visualization components with discrete event simulations
to model the movement of mobile cranes on industrial construction projects and facilitate tempo-spatial plan-
ning of site layout. The paper focuses on the integration approach usingdistributed simulation standards and spa-
tial analysis using a dedicated visualization component with pathfinding algorithm. The A* algorithm is used in
conjunction with mesh generation mechanism for developing the proposed framework. The benefits of the pro-
posed framework emerge from taking full advantage of the geometrical and special processing strengths of the
visualization component through loose coupling with simulation components. The paper describes the main
components of the framework and the two-way communicationmechanism between thembased on distributed
simulation standards. It also presents a case example of a real world project to demonstrate the proposed
framework and compare the outcome to a traditional solution that uses a probability distribution to model
crane travel times.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Construction activities affect the space of construction sites over
time. Therefore,models of such activities should account for the dynam-
ic interaction between resources and space over time. The use of dis-
crete event simulation is effective in representing construction process
logic, resource interactions and uncertainty in activity durations [1,2]
but usually unable to represent construction site space utilization in
an intuitive way. By comparison, 3D visualization technologies have
the ability to represent space and site layouts in a natural and intuitive
way, understandable by various project parties. The integration of sim-
ulation and 3D visualization in a single framework has its benefits as in-
dicated through several publications [3–6]. However, challenges and
limitations exist in previous integration approaches, which constrain
full utilization of 3D modeling and visualization technologies [7,8]. In
particular, feeding back results of geometry and space analysis of con-
struction sites into simulation models at different time intervals of pro-
ject execution (i.e. active participation of visualization components in
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simulation) is very limited. Integrating these two modeling techniques
(i.e. simulation and 3D)without compromising their strengths can pro-
vide a valuable tool for dynamic planning of site space and resourcemo-
bilization throughout a project's lifecycle.

The work described in this paper uses a distributed simulation
framework to integrate time-related site space (tempo-spatial) changes
with simulation modeling. The framework is utilized here to model re-
source mobilization behaviors related to a resource's need of a certain
space at a certain scheduled project time in order to perform its sched-
uled event. The case of heavy lift mobile cranes on industrial construc-
tion site is used to demonstrate the structure and utility of the
framework. In this case the tempo-spatial behavior of these expensive
resources include the need to move from one lifting location to another
during the progress of the project, which in turn requires finding the
shortest, obstacle-free paths under a dynamically changing site, where
additional parts of the final facility are added at different time intervals.

This paper discusses the background of dynamic site spacemodeling
and Simulation Driven Visualization (SDV) mechanisms, going through
the relevant construction research related to both topics. It also dis-
cusses search algorithms, with emphasis on the A* algorithm and its
use for path finding. The paper then presents the implementation of
sualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
16), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2016.05.013
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the proposed framework in the case of heavy lift mobile cranes in a real
construction project.

1.1. Main contributions

The high cost and long time for mobilization processes of heavy re-
sources, such as cranes, have been the subjects ofmany construction re-
lated studies. A stand-alone simulation system does not have the ability
to neither represent site spatial changes in an intuitive way nor plan
ahead for various resources' routes based on tempo-spatial interactions
of those resources and the dynamically changing site layout. Accelerat-
ing this process by ascertaining the shortestmobilization path and accu-
rately estimating its duration, considering dynamically changing site
layouts, are invaluable.

Equally important, the current state of the art in simulation driven
visualization models has a number of characteristics that hinder its uti-
lization for day-to-day decision-making. It does not meet the growing
complexity of construction operations and the need to integrate hetero-
geneous simulation, computing algorithms, and data sources in these
models. These characteristics include: 1) One way data flow as existing
SDV mechanisms do not allow the simulation to receive back informa-
tion from the visualization; limiting the user/decision maker from eval-
uating or adjusting various construction processes and site layout
scenarios based on the visualization output. 2) Coupling between simu-
lation and visualization engines. This leads to compromises on the
strengths of both the simulation and visualization components and de-
creases their reusability in day-to-day construction operations. Running
the two components in parallel increases the demand on computer
hardware and limits the development of highly detailed simulation
and visualization models. In addition, it hinders the utilization of spe-
cially developed software for handling graphics and visualization
tasks. 3) Post-processing visualization as it does not allow the user/
decision-maker to interact with the simulation.

The proposed framework is based on the High Level Architecture
(HLA) standards for distributed simulation with a Pathfinding Mecha-
nism Extension (PME) to model site spaces geometry and find the
shortest safe routes based on changes in these spaces. The main chal-
lenges in applying the proposed framework and the solutions devel-
oped to overcome these challenges focus mainly on: 1) establishing
two-way communication and synchronization between the simulation
and visualization components, enabling space and path analysis inside
the visualization component, and 2) decoupling the visualization com-
ponent and the simulation to take full advantage of their strength inde-
pendently and exclusively.

The work thus promotes the adoption of distributed simulation by
wider construction researchers, demonstrating how open communica-
tion alongwith separate and independent execution of the components
can enable simulation developers to embed variety of algorithmswithin
visualization components taking full advantage of their 3D object
models and processing engines.

2. Research background

Researchers have used various methods to model changes in site
space with time (dynamic site layout planning). The following sections
summarize those research efforts to demonstrate the novelty of the ap-
proach followed in this study.

2.1. Site space modeling

Site layout planning is an important task that involves the position-
ing of temporary facilities and structures onsite to minimize their asso-
ciated costs and correspondingly the overall project costs [3]. Site layout
planning can be categorized into static and dynamic categories. Static
site layout planning models produce a single site layout that identifies
static locations for a project's temporary facilities. Those facilities are
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fixed throughout the project's execution; accordingly, this type of layout
planning is not influenced by site space changes and availability [9].
Simulation has been one of the methodologies adopted for static layout
modeling [10,11].

Dynamic layout planning is a similar technique to what the present
methodology proposes as it involves the changes in a site's available
space resulted from either building new temporary facilities or
relocating existing ones [9,12]. The models that deal with dynamic site
layout planning in construction are limited [13]; among the most com-
mon of these are genetic algorithms [13], 4Dmodeling [14,15], dynamic
programming [9] and Computer Aided Design [16].

4D-based dynamic site layoutmodels inherit the limitation associat-
ed with 4D modeling that is depicting changes in site space only on the
basis of overall construction product progress. Rather, 4D-basedmodels
consider space changes inside the constructed product itself; such as the
layout inside each constructed floor [15]. Unlike the proposed SDV-
based model, they do not consider the effects of site space changes on
mobile resource movement throughout the project execution. Both ge-
netic algorithm(GA) and 4D-basedmodels have limitations in depicting
the changes in site space that occur as the building structure (fixed
facility) evolves. For example, the footing excavation of a certain
group of buildings starts at a later date in a residential complex project,
so the site space for future excavations can be utilized during the early
stages of the project.

Researchers have attempted to improve the use of these dynamic
site layout tools. Tommelein et al. [17] introduced MovePlan that is a
dynamic layout tool with graphical user interface. MovePlan gener-
ates optimized site layouts by using the activity relationships as in-
puts. A GIS-based construction site material layout evaluation tool
was also developed by Su et al. [18] which calculates the material ac-
cessibility grade on a construction site taking the resource loaded
schedule as input.

Those models provide snapshots of different optimal site layouts for
each stage of the project by adopting a chronological procedure [9].
However, in reference to models utilizing GA and 4D modeling, El-
Rayes and Said [9] stated that the layout's efficiency; at the later project
stages, is greatly affected by decisions taken in early layouts, which does
not guarantee a global optimal solution. Also, these approaches may
provide infeasible solutions as early-located facilities may cause insuffi-
cient space for future facilities [9].

In their research El-Rayes and Said [9] addressed the “Local Optimal
site layout problem” by using dynamic programming epochs (rules) to
produce an overall optimal site layout plan that takes into consideration
changes in temporary facilities at future project dates. Theirmodel relies
on the Manhattan distance to calculate movement rate; however, this
approach is not necessarily the shortest, safest and cost effective travel-
ing path. The authors suggested that theirmodel can be expanded in fu-
ture research to support 3D modeling of site layouts, detailed planning
of resource travel paths, and considering the dynamic impact of materi-
al procurement decisions on site storage and layout planning.

Said and El-Rayes [19] proposed a congested construction logistic
planning (C2LP) model which generates site layout plans and optimal
material logistics. Parameters such as the site exterior and interior spa-
tial data, temporal facilities' dimensions are required by C2PL to opti-
mize the storage location in exterior and interior building spaces.
Researchers also started using BIM models to facilitate site layout plan-
ning as they are rich source of information [20,21]. In another research,
Said and El-Rayes [22] attempted to automate the retrieval of spatial
and temporal data fromBuilding InformationModels (BIMs) in their de-
veloped construction logistic optimization system. Kumar and Cheng
[23] further improved the practicality of the current tools by proposing
a BIM based framework that automates the creation of mathematical
models for dynamic site layout planning. Their framework utilize infor-
mation from BIM in congestion with A* algorithm and genetic algo-
rithms; allowing its users to update design and schedule changes at a
click of a button.
sualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
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Sadeghpour et al. [24] investigated the “snapshot issue” by providing
a set of consecutive layouts throughout the project. Although their re-
search showed a creative way of solving this problem, it lacked the con-
current visualization component to depict both: the changes in site
space and the dynamicity of these layout changes. In other recent re-
search, site space modeling was used to address the various site spatial
needs for resources; mainly equipment [25,26]. This research focused
on classifying resources and setting their choice criteria based on their
space needs in comparison to the modeled site spatial data. Another
more relevant research was done by Albahnassi et al. [27] that relate
space geometry to heavy mobile equipment motion (mobilization)
planning. This research; however, concentrated more on finding safe
routes for equipment.

2.2. Simulation driven visualization in construction research

Recognizing the 4D modeling shortfall of not depicting resource in-
teractions during the construction, researchers started to integrate con-
struction simulation models with 3D Computer-aided Design (CAD) for
animation to achieve a post-process playback of the simulation [1,2,28].
Good examples are the “Utopian Framework” for earth moving opera-
tions and the introduction of product-based Simulation Environment
that build simulation models using product models based on CAD [29,
30].

Akbas [4] introduced the Geometry-based ProcessModel (GPM) ap-
proach that uses discrete-event systems and simulation to create 3D el-
ements of constructed products with geometric transformations. Kamat
andMartinez [3,5] used the trace file feature in simulationmodels to in-
voke post-simulation animation of the simulation. They introduced the
Dynamic Construction Visualizer (DCV) and Visualization of Simulated
Construction Operations (VITASCOPE). Other researchers used this ap-
proach for design reviews, conflict detection and construction schedul-
ing of tunneling projects [31].

It is also proven to be useful for earthmoving operations. Researchers
used this approach to develop earthmoving simulators proving training
for a variety of activities such as excavation, trucks' loading and
unloading processes and heavy duty machine control [32,33].

There are also some commercial packages that exist in the market
for simulation visualization, such as Delmia's Quest® and Brooks
Software AutoMod®; however, they are generally concentrated on
manufacturing operations. These packages fall short when handling
complex construction operations as they will require an essential
change in the model conceptualization from construction model devel-
opers [5,36]. A package used in the construction industry is CATIA® that
combines visualization and CAD packages. It is powerful and effective in
handling CAD aspects; however, it lacks the DESwhichmakes it a better
solution for 4D modeling.

On the other hand, Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) for-
malism was introduced; providing a framework for defining hierarchi-
cal discrete-event models in a modular way. However, the DEVS-
based toolkits developed require extensive knowledge and expertise
of advanced programming techniques. By taking advantage of this
framework as well as overcoming the aforementioned challenge,
Wainer and Liu [37] introduced a state-based graphical modeling para-
digm that is based on CD++Modeler toolkit to analyze simulation data
using 2D graphics. Also, they presented other 3D animation tools such
as CD++/Maya and CD++/Blender. These toolkits allow its users to
navigate and interact with animated 3D models to investigate simula-
tion data in situations such as emergency response planning and serious
gaming. This methodology has gained increasing popularity as by
decoupling the model and simulation concept, the same model can be
executed on different simulators, which can be independently verified
and reused [38].

As technology advances, researchers also started to look into distrib-
uted simulation to solve the interoperability. High Level Architecture
(HLA) standards provide a framework for simulation interactions
Please cite this article as: A. ElNimr, et al., Two-way integration of 3D vi
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regardless of their computing platforms. In this approach, researchers
usually develop and allocate a simulation component to merely visual-
ize the simulated construction behavior. AbouRizk [6] used this ap-
proach to visualize tunneling construction. Other researchers also
used it for simulating earthmovingoperations to visualize trucks' graph-
ical movement and display statistics on some of their performance
indicators [39]. Elnimr andMohamed [8] exploited the distributed sim-
ulation approach to integrate game engines to visualize pipeline opera-
tions. Also, ElNimr and Mohamed [40] presented a loosely coupled
visualization of industrial construction operations that visualizes the
construction process logic and presents changes in a site's spatial as-
pects. Moreover, recent efforts by Rekapalli and Martinez [41,42] have
focused on achieving two-way communication and user interaction
with the visualization component of a discrete event simulation in a
non-distributed way. Behzadan et al. [43] conduced a vigorous review
on DEVS and HLA systems highlighting their strength and underlying
challenges.

2.3. Data driven simulation models

Recent studies have addressed the longstanding challenge of gener-
ating adaptive simulation models that are responsive to the project dy-
namic changes during the construction stage. Recent efforts took
advantage of tracking technologies to capture trucks and excavator mo-
tions and enhance the detection of equipment state [34,35]. Song and
Eldin [44] highlighted the ineffectiveness of using statistical input data
for simulation models to analyze look-ahead schedules, which, for pre-
cision, require the most recent project performance data on a real-time
or near-real-time basis. The authors proposed an adaptive real-time
tracking and simulation of heavy construction operations using sensors
to constantly capture and feed the dynamic site condition changes into
the simulation for more accurate look-ahead scheduling. Akhavian and
Behzadan [45,46] employed data miningmethods to extract contextual
knowledge from heterogeneous field data that are captured through
ubiquitous sensors to automatically generate and refine a simulation
model. Further, the authors used built-in smartphone sensors to detect
data other than positional information to recognize construction equip-
ment activities [47]. Although, all such studies providedmeans of realis-
tic input data for simulation models, their utilization for simulation
driven visualization is limited with one-way data flow; hindering the
full benefit of real-time visualization models.

2.4. The need for resources' site tempo-spatial planning framework

Heavy resource mobilization in a dynamically changing site layout
can be a costly and time-consuming process involving many variables.
For example, the planning of crane lifts of various components of an in-
dustrial facility involves several mobilizations of multiple heavy-lift
cranes (over 400 tons). Mobilizing these cranes has to consider the dy-
namic changes in construction site space. It is a difficult task to ascertain
the shortest and obstacle-free mobilization route for each of these
cranes in a changing dynamic site layout as well as estimate themobili-
zation duration required for each of the module's lifting activity.

Construction process simulation alone does not have the ability to
represent site spatial changes in an intuitive way. A typical solution is
representing space as a resource inside the simulation model, yet this
can be counter-intuitive and difficult to visualize by a project team.
For example, the simulation model would depict a crane only as a
resource with a certain quantity without showing the crane maneuver-
ability space or the crane relocating routes. Also, a stand-alone simula-
tion system does not plan ahead for various resources' routes based on
tempo-spatial interactions of those resources and the dynamically
changing site layout. A planning method is needed to predict these
changes in site layout and to choose and evaluate the various mobiliza-
tion routes for each of the cranes.
sualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
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Recognizing these needs, ElNimr and Mohamed [7,8], developed a
framework (will refer to it as HSV in short for HLA based simulation-
driven visualization) that depicts modules' construction and check for
any flaws in their installation sequence. The framework uses a visualiza-
tion component (Blender game engine (BGE)) [48] to depict a dynami-
cally changing site layout based on inputs from a simulation component
(HLA federate) [7,8]. The frameworkwas also utilized to check the avail-
ability of modules' assembly bays on an off-site assembly yard. In both
cases, the framework depicted the space availability in both themodule
assembly yard and on the construction site.

This paper further enhances the simulation site space representation
in the framework by adding a two-way communicationmechanism be-
tween the simulation and visualization components. This feature en-
abled the implementation of a pathfinding mechanism inside the
visualization component (BGE) to (a) assess feasible routes for each
heavy-lift mobile resource mobilization, (b) find and visualize
the shortest (obstacle-free) path for each mobilization event and
(c) calculate the expected duration of the mobilization.

It is important to note that static layout planning is not the focus of
this research; the scope is tomodel changes in site space during the pro-
ject execution using a SDV framework and not producing a snapshot in
time of an optimal site layout. This proposed framework does not pro-
duce single or multi-optimal site layouts, but simulates and depicts
the changes in site space with time through each stage of the project.
This is done through integration between a discrete event (DES) engine
and a 3D engine with embedded path finding and two-way communi-
cation capabilities. The HSV framework takes into consideration chang-
es in site space due to both temporary facilities' and permanent
structural elements' locations when depicting layouts and calculating
the shortest resource routes throughout the project's lifecycle.

3. Pathfinding for mobile resource mobilization

3.1. Formulating mobile resource pathfinding problem as a search problem

Search in artificial intelligence refers to an object (agent) examining
different possible sequences of actions that lead to states of known
values, then choosing the best sequence based on the desired search
criteria. The problem is to dynamically model changes in site space
throughout the project execution to achieve the goal of finding the
shortest obstacle-free path when moving a mobile resource from one
location to another on the current site layout. A search algorithm
takes this problem as input and returns a solution in the form of an ac-
tion sequence. As per Russell andNorvig [49] approach of defining prob-
lems and solutions, the problem can be formally defined by the
following components:

Initial State: The mobile resource's initial location at the current site
layout, which can be expressed as “InbLocationIDN”. For example, if
a mobile crane is at lift Location 5, then its initial state is “Inb5N”.
Goal State: The mobile resource's goal location. For example, if a
crane needs to be moved from Location 5 to lifting Location 9, then
its Goal State is “Inb9N”.
State Space: The set of all states reachable by a mobile resource
from the initial state. For example, if a crane is at a certain site loca-
tion represented by certain coordinates, the State Space is all the
other locations (states) that can be reached from this location. The
State Space can be connected through a graph, which can be repre-
sented by either a tree or grid. In our case the grid was chosen to
cover the site layout due to the reasons discussed thoroughly in
Elnimr [18].
Path Cost: A function; explained in the next section, that assigns cost
to each resource path. The Path Cost function gives a cost as the
pathfinding mechanism tries to obtain the shortest path for moving
mobile resources.
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Actions: The set of actions that a resource can take in order to move
from one state to another before ultimately reaching the Goal State;
if a solution was found.
Goal Test: Tests to determine whether the resource state is its Goal
State.

3.2. A* search algorithm

There are a number of search algorithms used for path planning such
as Probability Roadmaps (PRMs) [50] and Randomized Path Planner [51]
that are used for robot path planning. The choice of a particular search al-
gorithm in this work is not a primary objective. Instead, a more primary
goal is to demonstrate the ability of the framework to accommodate a so-
phisticated search algorithm that depends on geometrical attributes in a
3D scene in a way that is fully enclosed in the visualization component
and independent of the DES component. If such separation is possible,
as is the case in this work, replacement of the search algorithm with
more advanced or efficient ones can be done without affecting other
parts of the framework. Nevertheless, an informed search algorithm
was preferred over an un-informed search for several reasons.

Un-informed search algorithms, also called blind search, cannot tell
if any state of the searching object is more promising than another in
terms of reaching the goal state (lifting location for resource). Also,
Un-informed search techniques usually use an explicit search tree as
their State Space while informed search algorithms (like A* algorithm)
have the ability to use graphs as their search space. Lastly, Un-
informed search strategies can be computationally expensive yet not
reaching an optimum solution. Russell and Norvig [49] set out with 4
criteria to assess the various search algorithms: (1) Completeness;
does the algorithm find a solution when there is one, (2) optimality;
does it find the optimal solution (the shortest path in our case),
(3) time complexity; how long does it take to find a solution in terms
of processing time, and (4) space complexity; how much memory is
needed to perform the search. The major types of un-informed search
algorithms were evaluated based on these criteria. Un-informed algo-
rithms usually have high time and space complexities that can hinder
(slow down) the communication and time management between the
simulation and visualization components of the framework. The un-
informed algorithms that might be low on time and space complexity
are not guaranteed to be complete or optimal in finding the shortest
path. Informed search algorithms, on the other hand, are complete
and optimal, provided that the heuristic part of the evaluation equation
h(N), does not overestimate the distance to the target.

A* (A star) is a widely used graph-search algorithm, developed in
1968 by Peter Hart, Nils Nillson, and Bertram Raphael [52]. It is an in-
formed search algorithm; meaning the algorithm can differentiate if
any of the states of a resource are better (more promising) than others
in reaching the goal state. Also, it depends on an evaluation function
f(N) to decide on the mesh or graph node to expand to the next. This
f(N) function; illustrated in Eq. (1), measures the distance to the goal,
and the lowest evaluation is selected for expansion.

f Nð Þ ¼ g Nð Þ þ h Nð Þ ð1Þ

where,

N node being processed by the algorithm
f(N) A* evaluation function that represents estimated cost of the

solution (shortest path) through node N.
g(N) the cost to reach the current node N from start node.
h(N) estimated cost of the shortest path from node N to the goal

node NG.

The g(N) functionmeasures the exact distance from the start node to
current processednode on a graph. The h(N) is a heuristic function and a
sualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
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key component of this algorithm as it estimates the distance from the
current node to the goal node on the site mesh. As it can be noticed,
the A* algorithm takes into consideration the distance from the start
node to the current node, in addition to the heuristic component of
the equation. The way in which this algorithm solves the resources'
pathfinding problem inside the HSV framework will be explained in
Section 6. Moreover, some criteria were used in preference of A* algo-
rithm rather than other pathfinding algorithms. First, It has an exact
cost function g(N) and heuristic function h(N). Thus it is able to avoid
the shortcomings of informed algorithms that depend only on heuristic
functions which usually underestimate the path cost [17,49]. Secondly,
A* takes into consideration the distance already traveled by the re-
source. This is ideal to resource traveling problems since an educated es-
timate of a resource's total movement is needed, not only a segment of
the movement. Among all the algorithms that are considered optimal,
there is no other algorithm that is guaranteed to expand to fewer
nodes before reaching the shortest path than the A* algorithm [17,49].
This benefits the simulation run by avoiding slowdowns and data
processing/flow bottlenecks. This provides fast processing of shortest
paths, sending timely feedback on resource movement planning to the
simulation component of the framework.

It is worth mentioning that the A* search algorithm will give the
shortest paths between feasible nodes on a mesh, but it cannot detect
if a node becomes infeasible because of obstacles resulting form site lay-
out changes. To overcome this, another mechanism was implemented;
the mesh generation mechanism, to work hand-in-hand with the A*
search algorithm. This mechanism will change the generated node
mesh every time the simulation changes the site layout; a detailed ex-
planation is provided in Section 6.1.

4. Framework for resources' site tempo-spatial planning

During the construction, there are various objects with variant ge-
ometries occupying the site spaces. These objects can be; permanent
structures (for example structural elements) or temporary site facilities
occupying site space as the construction proceeds. All these objects
cause changes in both; the site space geometry and mobile resources
paths on site. Modeling a site's spatial data in an intuitive way inside
simulation and then finding the heavy lift resources' shortest safe travel
paths on a dynamically changing site layout with changing geometries
is the problem this framework is trying to address.

Fig. 1 illustrates the framework that implements the proposed algo-
rithms for resources' site tempo-spatial planning. The HSV framework is
employed to model changes in site space with time, and study their ef-
fects on resource paths onsite using a pathfinding mechanism imple-
mented inside the visualization component.

The proposed distributed Simulation Visualization framework is
based on the High Level Architecture (HLA) standards [53]. HLA is a
set of standards that regulates distributed simulation development in
which the simulation is decomposed into smaller components that are
linked together over computer networks to interact and synchronize
(or interoperate) during a simulation run through Runtime Infrastruc-
ture (RTI) software [54]. The proposed framework uses Construction
Synthetic Environment (COSYE) that is an application programming in-
terface which supports the development of large-scale distributed syn-
thetic simulation environments. The simulations or models connected
to the COSYE are called Federates and a collection of them working to-
gether to simulate the same system is known as a Federation. A federate
is not required to be a simulation model, but can be any piece of soft-
ware or hardware, or even an interface to human user (user-in-the-
loop), as long as each federate complies with the HLA standards. RTI fa-
cilitates communication between federates and provides HLA services
such as simulation time management and object ownership manage-
ment. A key component of a Federation is the Federation Object Model
(FOM) [55] which defines all entities produced by the simulation, and
documents the information that work in publish-subscribe model.
Please cite this article as: A. ElNimr, et al., Two-way integration of 3D vi
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As shown in Fig. 1, the following are typical components that are
part of the framework or can be connected to it:

• Visualization Federate(s): It depicts the construction operation simu-
lation concurrently as the simulation time advances to reflect the sim-
ulation behavior instantly. It subscribes to the simulation object
(cranes andmodules) attributes published by any of the other simula-
tion federates and communicates their values with the secondary
layer of the framework.

• Simulation Federate(s): That is where the simulation of the various
construction processes takes place such as spool fabrications and
spool assembly. Also, simulation time is usually advanced by these
federates. They connect to their respective Viewer Federate through
the RTI.

• Other Functional Federates: Any other federates that may provide
supporting services to the federation. For example, the resource allo-
cations federate that is responsible for allocating the various cranes
to lift/move modules to their locations on site, based on the availabil-
ity and fitness of cranes to handle the module size and weights.

The framework's development is a collective research team effort.
The main components that were done through this research are the vi-
sualization federates, visualization engines and their connections, other
developments such as the simulation components of the framework are
beyond the scope of this research. The visualization is concurrent with
the simulation allowing the user to observe the simulation behavior
and providing a better representation of spatial changes on a construc-
tion site and the logic of the construction process.

5. Two-way communication between the simulation and
visualization components and framework time management

As previously stated, a major contribution of this research to the
body of knowledge is that it will provide a framework necessary
to enable two-way communication between simulation models and
visualization components. The framework communications are done
sualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
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through several layers. The visualization federates reflect the
simulation's object classes attributes values as they are updated by the
simulation federates. These reflections are communicated between the
two federates through the RTI of the HLA configuration. On the other
hand, the viewer federates and the 3D visualization
engine(s) communicate through a network User Datagram Protocol
(UDP), which provides language-independent communications be-
tween the .NET based HLA federation and 3D engine.

Both, the Site Visualization Federate and the BGE, act as clients and
servers to send and receive messages between each other using a Py-
thon API. Different ports have to be assigned for sending and receiving
per application. This communication has built on the strength already
inherent in the distributed simulation HLA standards, by allowing the
site visualization 3Dengine component and the construction simulation
component to physically work—exist on—different terminals connected
through networks.

Operating the framework using federates which are distributed to
different physical locations was already tested and proven successful.
In this case, the connection takes place on different ports with different
IP addresses instead of having all ports on the local host. The sending
and receiving ports on each side are conceptually explained in Fig. 2
below.

Another interesting aspect of this framework is how the simulation
time is synchronized between the simulation and visualization compo-
nents of the framework. Timemanagement inside the framework is or-
ganized through the HLA IEEE standards. This is mainly handled by
identifying federates as time-regulating, time-constrained, or both.
This means that the overall simulation time of the federation is con-
trolled through time regulating federates which do not allow the global
simulation time of the federation to advance unless they receive a “Time
Advance Grant” from the RTI. The grant is sent once all the simulation
events that should be processed before the requested time advance-
ment (time the federation will advance to) are fired. On the other
hand, time-constrained federates, such as the Visualization Federate(s);
advance their times according to the messages from the Time Regulat-
ing Federates (Simulation Federates). Accordingly, the site Visualization
federate sends the changing values of the object class attributes to the
BGE to dynamically update site layout as per Fig. 2 and the BGE sends
back the pathfinding mechanism results. A sample high level abstrac-
tion of the sequence of messages exchanged through the RTI during
simulation is shown in Fig. 3.
6. Development of mobile resource pathfinding mechanism

The pathfinding mechanism is an integration of mesh generation
mechanism and A* algorithm; used to determine the shortest and
obstacle-free path and its expected mobilization time. It is also utilized
by the visualization component to generate depiction of the site for
each resourcemobilization event. Fig. 4 explains the conceptual data ex-
change between the simulation and visualization components during
3D engine 
based 

Visualization

LocalHost or IP

PORT X

LocalHost or IP

PORT Y

Send

Receive

Fig. 2. Different ports on different work
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the simulation run, together with the inputs and outputs of the path-
finding mechanism.

Initially, a complete 3D prototype of the construction site is pro-
duced inside the visualization component of the BGE before the simula-
tion run starts. This prototype,which can be imported fromAutoCAD3D
or others drafting packages, contains the initial layout of the project at
time zero (before the resource mobilization phase commences). Also,
it contains a 3D model of the facility and a 3D model repository of key
mobile resources, which are either critical to perform project activities
or expensive, in terms of time and cost, to mobilize.

In this initialization, the user assigns locations to the temporary facil-
ities that change throughout the course of the project. The HSV frame-
work enables changing and updating these locations as the simulation
runs via the visualization screen. Once the simulation starts, the visual-
ization component starts receiving updates from the Site Construction
Federate; accordingly, depicts the various construction processes in-
cluding key mobile resources and changes in the site layout. These up-
dates result from changes in the project (progress), mobile resources
(utilization or location), interaction between them or the simulation
time. Fig. 5 illustrates the pathfinding mechanism; it explains the link
between the mesh generation mechanism and the A* algorithm. Since
it is at the top of the hierarchy, it is referred to as the pathfindingmech-
anism Parent Flowchart.

6.1. Mesh generation mechanism

The mesh generation algorithm can be utilized for covering 2D and
3D spaces. Managing tempo-spatial aspects of resource mobilization is
only a 2D problem; therefore, the site's spatial data are defined by the
x and y axes, and the site layout and its borders are defined in terms
of the global coordinates on the axes. The center coordinates are calcu-
lated as the user inputs the number of nodes along each axis. The more
nodes covering the site space in each direction, the more complicated
the A* algorithm calculations will be for each resource movement. The
external borders of the site space are then defined for the x and y coor-
dinates through the following equations:

Xmin ¼ Xc−Xl=2 ð2Þ

Xmax ¼ Xc þ Xl=2 ð3Þ

Y min ¼ Yc−Yl=2 ð4Þ

Y max ¼ Yc þ Yl=2 ð5Þ

where Xmin and Ymin are the minimum border coordinates on one side
along the x and y axes while Xmax and Ymax are the border coordinates
for the other side. Xc and Yc define the center coordinates parallel to
the x and y axes and. Xl and Yl represent the site plot dimensions
along the x and y axes.
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Once the site lot and the number of nodes along each axis are de-
fined, the algorithm gets the coordinates of each node and convert it
to [x,y,z] space coordinate node. Also, for each node, the adjacent
nodes from the four directions are defined and stored. Mesh data are
stored globally to facilitate its accessibility by other modules and func-
tions within the HSV framework. Then, the site spaces that are occupied
by temporary site facilities are subtracted from the initialmesh by using
a ray cast function [56], built in the visualization component BGE. The
Resource Initial 
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Resource Final 
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function draws an imaginary ray from each node to its neighboring
nodes. If the ray hits an object on the node itself or before it reaches
the neighboring nodes, it means a structure, either permanent or tem-
porary, is occupying this node. “Collision”; on the other hand, is a
given property to any structure that occupies a site space. If there is a
structure with this property, the site space status will change from a Re-
sources Admissible Site Space (RASS) to a Resources Forbidden Site
Space (RFSS), making it un-accessible by the A* algorithm. Fig. 6
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shows a generated mesh covering a site layout at simulation time zero.
It shows the occupied areas by the footings and other representations of
temporary structures are not covered by the grid. It also shows the pick-
up locations for cranes (yellowmarkers) where specially designedmats
can be placed to allow cranes to pick and place severalmodules from the
same pick-up location. Cranemovement between these locations to ex-
ecute different lifts is triggered by the simulation component according
to available modules.

The 3D component generates the initial mesh at simulation time
zero based on the initial site layout and it covers the available site
space for mobile resource mobilizations. As the simulation time ad-
vances from T(p) to the current simulation time (T), the project pro-
gresses and permanent structural elements evolve occupying site
spaces that were marked as RASS. Concurrently, the mesh is updated
to accommodate these changes on the site layout. The update is done
through the BGE component through a customized mesh update func-
tion when site space is occupied.

Mobilizing and demobilizing temporary facilities; on the other hand,
is not an event to be triggered by the Site Construction Simulation Fed-
erate. Temporary facilities are represented on the visualization screen
by adjustable 3D blocks; in terms of dimensions and locations, that
Please cite this article as: A. ElNimr, et al., Two-way integration of 3D vi
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can be controlled automatically or manually by the user during the sim-
ulation. The user interacts with these blocks by simply moving them on
the project plot using arrow keys. Every time the user changes the loca-
tion of any of these blocks on the site plot, an update message will be
triggered to recall the mesh update function; accordingly, updating
the node mesh.
6.2. A* algorithm application

The A* algorithm uses the mesh created by the mesh generation al-
gorithm tomark the RASS and choose the shortest path for a certainmo-
bile resource. The nodes (vertices) represent the traveling points, while
the edges represent the feasible paths between these nodes. During the
simulation, if a resource mobilization event is scheduled, the A* algo-
rithm goes through these nodes and edges to find the shortest path
and yield the distance between a resource's origin and destination
points (start and target nodes). It first adds the start node to a list called
Closed List and then proceeds adding its adjacent nodes to a list called
Open List. Based on the f(N) evaluation function, the A* algorithm
adds the node with the lowest travel cost to the Closed List making
sualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
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the start node its parent and rename it as current node. This processwill
be repeated for each current node added as follows:

• If its adjacent nodes are in the RFSS or in the Closed List, they will be
ignored.

• If its adjacent nodes are not on the Open List, theywill be added to the
Open List and its f(N) ,g(N) and h(N) costs will be calculated.

• If its adjacent nodes are already on the Open List, the algorithm calcu-
lates their travel costs, adds the lowest travel cost node to the Closed
List and renames it as current node.

The process stops when the target node is reached and added to the
Closed List, in which case the path has been found. Also, the process
stops if the algorithm has gone through the maximum number of
nodes identified by the user or when the Open List becomes empty,
yet failing to reach the target node. In which case there is no feasible
path found and adjustments; removing obstacles, to the current layout
will be required. Then, the algorithm goes backward from the target
node to its parent until the start node is reached marking the route, as
green line, and sends back its information to the simulation. Illustration
of the A* algorithm is presented in Fig. 7; it is the Grandchild Flowchart
since its operation depends on the mesh generation mechanism.

6.3. Generation of visual behavior

Generation and customization of the behaviors of 3D objects is dis-
crete in both the BGE and simulation and it is done using graphical
logic bricks. These logic bricks are built-in constructs in the blender en-
vironment that allow developers to create interactive game environ-
ments. Objects equipped with these bricks can respond to different
events happening in the environment or generated by user activities.
The logic bricks are brokendown into threemain types: “sensors”, “con-
trollers”, and “actuators”. Sensors have different types and their main
function is to sense a certain action or event that happens in the envi-
ronment. Once a sensor is triggered, it sends a signal to its controller.
Controllers can be connected to different sensors and act as logical
gates (e.g. “AND”, “OR”) to actuators.When all conditions of a controller
are met, it fires one or more actuators. Actuators produce the visual
Please cite this article as: A. ElNimr, et al., Two-way integration of 3D visualization and discrete event simulation for modeling mobile crane
movement under dynamically changin..., Automation in Construction (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2016.05.013
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behaviors in the 3D environment. A set of actuators owned by a certain
3D object will trigger it to produce different transformations according
to the type of these actuators and the controller they are connected to.

As an example, a 3D environment is created for the site visualizer
containing different 3D objects. Some objects are static and they are
mainly to enhance realism of the environment. Dynamic objects are
equippedwith logic bricks to react to simulationmessages. Thedynamic
objects inside the site visualization BGE are: 1) Module prototype
models that represent 3D models of the actual modules, and 2) bound
objects that represent markers of the final set points of the different
modules and help manage the placement of module prototypes at
their final locations on site, as shown in Fig. 8.

One part of the information generated is an attribute
“ModuleFieldLocation” that describes a module final location (storage,
pick point, or set point). If this attribute is updated, the visual behavior
is then triggered. A sensor is created to listen tomessages with a subject
equal to the string “SET”. When such a message is sent to the object, it
triggers two actuators. The first adds the prototypemodel of themodule
to the scene at its final location while the second deletes the bound ob-
ject itself from the scene as it is no longer required.

A similar visual behavior is to represent the dynamic changes inmo-
bile crane location. It is associated with updates in “CraneID” and
“LocationID” attributes. Time-stampedmessages arefiredwhen a lift ac-
tivity involving mobile crane is scheduled by the simulation federates.
The actuator deletes the crane object from its current location once
the “LocationID” attribute is updated, and adds it to the new location.
The crane incremental movement is not simulated or displayed as
Fig. 9. Initial s
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crane locations are preset matching the practice on construction sites
where crane locations and module pick points are determined prior to
the start of the construction.
7. A sample case

The following example is extracted from running the framework to
simulate and visualize heavy crane mobilizations on an industrial con-
struction project. Theproject represents the construction of anupgrader
for crude oil. The facility is located in the industrial development of
Scotford, northeast of Ft. Saskatchewan, Alberta. The Scotford Upgrader
has a rated processing capacity of 355 barrels per day (56,000 m3/d)
[57]. It is built using preassembled modules manufactured off-site in a
fabrication shop and then shipped to the site and placed into position
using mobile cranes. The industry research partner was responsible
for the construction of the Residue Hydro Conversation (RHC) Integrat-
ed Hydro Treatment Unit with total of 140modules delivered to the site
[57]. This example demonstrates how the simulations, translations to
visual behaviors, and the pathfinding mechanism interoperate to pro-
duce resource tempo-spatial behaviors.

The lifting event involves themobilization of a crane from one lift lo-
cation to another. The lift locations are predefined onsite for each set
of modules. Fig. 9 shows the initial site layout at simulation time zero
with the expected lift locations presented in yellow ringmarkers, exca-
vation and footing areas presented in white, and small rectangulars
representing temporary facilities. Once a lifting event is triggered, the
ite layout.
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crane moves from its initial location to its targeted location, where the
next group of modules is to be installed.

Concurrently as the simulation starts, the visualization component
generates the first mesh to cover the initial site layout that is divided
into RASS and RFSS. The Site Construction Simulation Federate starts
sending messages to the visualization federate to be translated into
visualization behavior and changes on the site layout; accordingly,
updating the mesh covering the RASS. Simultaneously, the A* algo-
rithm analyzes each mobilization event requested and sends a
Fig. 11. Crane 4 traveling route. (For interpretation of the references to color i
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feedback to the simulation containing its expected mobilization time
and distance, ID of the resource on the move, its original location,
and its final mobilization location and displays the route it will take
on the visualization screen.

As shown in Fig. 10, a message is sent by the Site Construction Sim-
ulation Federate to move crane 2; presented by the red cube, from loca-
tion 8 to location 3 to start a lift operation. Based on this layout, the A*
algorithm shows the shortest obstacle-free path; presented by the
green line, with its expected distance of 351.4 m as the visualization
n this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this chapter.)
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component completes the movement and sends its feedback to the
simulation.

The user can change the location and size of temporary construction
facilities at any time during the simulation by moving or resizing the
white rectangular boxes. To demonstrate, a temporary construction fa-
cility was placed on the chosen path between locations 8 and 3 (red tri-
angle); as shown in Fig. 11. Once a module was added, the site space
that was free became occupied by the new module changing the space
state from RASS to RFSS. As the simulation runs, an event to move an-
other crane (crane 4, orange cube) on the same path followed earlier
was scheduled; however, there was a temporary structure blocking
this path, changing part of the site space from RASS to RFSS. Therefore,
crane 4 that almost has similar dimensions of crane 2was given a differ-
ent path by the A* algorithm to move between the same locations.
Although, the extra travel of 30 m might not be a significant increase,
it demonstrates the resource planning capabilities of the proposed
framework.

Fig. 11 illustrates how the A* algorithm accounts for changes of
installing permanent structures in the site layout as the simulation
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runs. At time T, when a movement event for the crane was scheduled,
the A* algorithm identified its movement path. As the simulation
progressed; reached time T+ t, several modules (permanent structural
elements) were installed and a newmovement eventwas scheduled for
the same locations, thus a different movement path is identified. Fig. 12
shows a screenshot of the visualization component after the end of the
simulation run.

8. Model output evaluation

As a simplified alternative to the proposed HSV framework, simula-
tion of travel times can be modeled using different probabilistic distri-
butions to stochastically represent the variation in resource's traveling
distance. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed HSV frame-
work, a sample output after a complete run of the framework was
modeled using Generalized Extreme Value Distribution. The theoretical
and empirical Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) were com-
pared at a range of relatively low significance levels. Fig. 13 shows the
sample data (generated from the framework) in comparison to the
bution Function
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fitted Generalized ExtremeValue distribution. Fig. 14 (P–P plot) shows a
comparison between the empirical CDF value points against their theo-
retical CDF values.

The plot shown in Fig. 14 should fall in the comparison line if the
specified theoretical distribution is the correct model. Though, the Gen-
eralized Extreme Value Distribution is found to be the best fit, the devi-
ation is clear. This indicates that probability distributions can be
misleading as the shortest distance estimated here is not the average
traveling distance of mobile resources onsite. If the travel distance is es-
timated randomly from a stochastic distribution, there is a high proba-
bility that the result will exceed the distance of the shortest path. On
the other hand, a deterministic approach such as the pathfinding algo-
rithm implemented in the HSV framework estimates the shortest dis-
tance for the least-expensive path rather than an average distance
that is modeled based on past experience and observations.

Moreover, no construction sites have identical layouts; a stochastic
distribution that is sampled from observations from one site will not
be indicative of mobile resources' shortest paths in a different site.
Most importantly, fitted distributions also do not reflect the temporal
order between the generated values due to the dynamic changes in a
site layout. In this case, earlier travel distances are likely to be shorter
due to free site space than later distanceswheremore space is occupied.

9. Limitations and future research

Identifying the optimal pathfinding algorithm is not the focus of this
research; the scope is to demonstrate the benefits of integrating
decoupled engines with a show case of path planning application. The
Mesh Generation Mechanism and A* algorithm implemented in this
framework have their limitations when searching for the mobile re-
sources shortest paths. Alternative path finding algorithms can replace
the A* algorithm in future work and can be evaluated for efficiency
and impact on overall simulation behaviors. The mesh generation
mechanism does not take into consideration the change in terrain that
results from changes in site topography during its operation. A terrain
with steep slope can hinder the mobilization of heavy lift mobile re-
sources and should be represented as a RFSS. The Pathfinding Mecha-
nism Extension implemented here does not consider such a space to
be a RFSS. It also leaves a safety buffer zonemarked as RFSS around per-
manent structures to assure that the shortest path chosenwill not cause
any collisions between mobilized resources. This method assumes that
the traveling mobile resources have a uniform shaped footprint (for
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example square or rectangular). Also, it does not allow full collision de-
tectionwhen it comes to resources with irregular shaped footprints. Fu-
ture research should address these limitations, for instance; the safety
buffer zone should be adjusted based on the movable resource's foot-
print or boundingmesh. Also, the resource path problems can be treated
as “Robot Navigation” problems, where the resource has an infinite
rather than a discrete set of routes to move in a dynamic site layout.

Even though the two-way communication mechanism presented in
this framework enables information exchange between the visualiza-
tion components and the simulation, the current state of art imposes
the limitation of real-time interaction between the simulation model
and jobsite to reflect dynamic changes as the project evolve. Therefore,
it is important to note that the proposed simulation model is not inte-
grated with construction site and its source of input is a predefined
graphical representation of the site which is embedded in the visualiza-
tion component. Although the user can relocate objects in the visualiza-
tion component testing different scenarios and obtain feedback
accordingly, a mechanism for the simulation model to be adaptive to
the dynamic of the construction site can be a valuable extension to
this work. Future research should introduce methods to overcome this
limitation, for instance, using mathematical algorithms to formulate
random generators to capture construction data with realistic composi-
tion of attributes (e.g. weather generator). More specifically, capturing
field data to verify and update the input parameters of the visualization
component can ultimately contribute to the process of simulation
modeling and developing more realist simulation driven visualization
models.

10. Conclusion

This work presents enhancements for simulation-driven visualiza-
tion. It proposed a solution to model mobile crane movements under
tempo-spatial changes of construction site layout that result from either
project progression or relocation of temporary facilities. The enhance-
ment integrates discrete simulation capabilities with a 3D visualization
component; exploiting their capabilities for time and resource repre-
sentation and analysis. Two-way communication and integration be-
tween the two technologies are done through distributed simulation
protocols.

The application involves an implementation of a pathfinding algo-
rithm that integrates mesh generation and A* algorithm to model
movements of mobile cranes. The pathfinding algorithm assesses
lot
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feasible paths for each mobilization event, determines the shortest
obstacle-free path and calculates its associated duration to complete
the event. The durations provided throughpath finding analysis provide
amore accurate representation of time required tomove the cranes and
are then used by the discrete event simulationmodel. Demonstration of
the framework capabilities was also presented through a prototype
used on a real world industrial construction project. Limitations associ-
ated with the proposed framework are also discussed, for example, the
mesh generation mechanism disregard to change in terrain during its
operation aswell as not enabling real-time integration of the simulation
model with jobsite. Future research should introduce methods to over-
come this limitation and advance the current state of art, importantly,
by enabling real-time interaction between the simulation model and
jobsite. The proposed framework will contribute towards the construc-
tion industry by integrating time related site space management with
simulation capabilities.
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